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Opening Ceremony, 09:00-10:00, Conference Hall 601

Chair:
Prof. Lloyd WILSON, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law
Associate Prof. JIANG Dong, Renmin University of China Law School

Welcome Speech

Prof. HAN Dayuan, Dean, Renmin University of China Law School
Prof. Gary R. ROBERTS, Dean, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law
Prof. DING Xiangshun, Renmin University of China Law School

Presenting Ceremony

Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law presents the Painting to Renmin University of China Law School, with remarks by the artist – Ms. Donna Carr

Group Photo

Plenary Session [Law & World] 10:00-11:30

Chair:
Elena Ponte, University of Ottawa Law School

Keynote Speaker: (each speaker has 15 minutes)
Olivia LE FORT, University of Geneva Faculty of Law
Topic: *The European Court of Human Rights as a Safeguard for Asylum Seekers against Ill-Treatment in Their Countries of Origin*

Angelica McCall, The University of Sydney Law School
Topic: *Sustainable Development Law*

Peter Hugh Martyn COHEN, University of Cape Town Faculty of Law
Topic: *Customary Law in South Africa’s Pluralistic Legal System*

Sharon Rose Roberts, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: *Legal Education and Human Rights: Preparing Shadow Reports and Representing Asylum Seekers*

LIU Beiming, Renmin University of China Law School
Topic: *Human Rights in Two Continents: From the Perspective of a Chinese Undergraduate Intern at the ECHR*

Q & A/Discussion

12:00-13:30, Lunch

**Parallel Session I [Law & Rights] Room 725, 14:00-15:15**

*Chair:*
**HAO Wanyuan, Renmin University of China Law School**

**Speakers: (each speaker has 15 minutes)**

Yi ZHANG, Hitotsubashi University Faculty of Law
Topic: *Peace or Justice? ---- The Effectiveness of the International Criminal Court in Peacemaking Process in Darfur Case*

Jane GODFREY, The University of Western Australia Faculty of Law
Topic: *Legal Protection of Animals and the Balancing of Interests*

Alisha Ellis, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: *Law, Mental Health, and Legal Responsibility*
SHI Jiayun, Renmin University of China Law School
Topic: *Coming out of Denial: Law and Policy on HIV in China*

Q & A/Discussion

Parallel Session II *[Law & Education]* Room 725, 15:30 - 16:45

*Chair:*
*Alicia Albertson, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law*

*Speaker: (each speaker has 15 minutes)*
LEE Joon Seok, Seoul National University School of Law
Topic: *Socialization Effect of Judicial Research and Training Institute in South Korea*

Michael Fenton, University of Minnesota Law School
Topic: *Educating Law Students to Conduct International Business Transactions*

Gabriela Castilhos, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: *The Role of Law Clinics in Preparing Students to Handle Transnational Environmental Issues*

Jake Kolisek, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: *JD/LL.M. Joint Degree Programs: A Path to Legal Skills and Cultural Immersion*

Q & A/Discussion

Parallel Session III *[Law & Trade]* Room 205, 14:00-15:15

*Chair:*
*XIONG Bingwan, Renmin University of China*

*Speaker: (each speaker has 15 minutes)*
Nany HUR, Korea University Law School
Topic: Contribution of Trade Measures to Enforcement of Climate Change Regime

Heather Grimstad, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: National Regulation in an International Context: The Role of Foreign Lawyers

Blake Dedas, IU McKinney School of Law
Topic: Business Incubators and Legal Clinics: Opportunities for Students to Protect Small Businesses in a Big World

SUN Yili, Renmin University of China Law School
Topic: Comparison between Chinese Contact Law and CISG

Q & A/ Discussion

Parallel Session IV [Law & Society] Room 205, 15:30-16:45

Chair:
Rory Gallagher, IU McKinney School of Law

Speakers: (each speaker has 15 minutes)
SUZUKI Takaaki, Waseda University Post - Graduate School of Law
Topic: "Joint Liability" at the Industrial Pollution

OKANO Naoyuki, Nagoya University Graduate School of Law
Topic: Legal Mobilization in Japan - The Recent Case of Vote Disparity

Chandmani Tod, National University of Mongolia School of Law
Topic: Mongolia's Constitution of 1992

SUZUKI Sakae, Nagoya University Graduate School of Law
Topic: The Introduction of Japanese Social Security Law

KONG Xin, Renmin University of China Law School
Topic: Surrogacy and the Law: Whether Surrogacy Agreements Should be Enforceable?
Discussion & Summary, Conference Hall 601, 17:00-18:30

Chair:

LIU Yi-Sheng, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

Report of Each Parallel Session: (15 minutes for each reporter)
Report of Parallel Session 1
Report of Parallel Session 2
Report of Parallel Session 3
Report of Parallel Session 4

Free Discussion

18:30-19:30 Dinner